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Can Nintendo leverage its iconic characters
to change the game once again?
By Kunal Kapoor and Jonathan Pinto

I

n the late 1990s, a national study by Duke University found that
Mario was more recognizable than even Mickey Mouse among
young American children. This conclusion was a testament to the
121 year old company’s ability to influence pop culture. Nintendo,
like its most famous creation, has had many different iterations –
some more successful than others.
Nintendo was founded as a playing card company in 1889 – more
than 50 years before the first electronic computer. The company
stayed in the business until the late 1950s, when Hiroshi Yamauchi,
Nintendo’s third President, discovered that the world’s leading
playing card company operated out of a small office in Cincinnati.
Two decades passed before the company finally entered electronic
gaming, during which Nintendo tried everything from instant rice,
to taxicabs and “love hotels.”
Between 1975 and 1995, Nintendo took the world by storm with
its massively popular consoles and iconic characters. However,
the company’s Nintendo 64 and GameCube consoles, released
in 1996 and 2001, were both critical and commercial failures. By
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2005, Nintendo was a distant third place, having ceded much of
the video game market to console newcomers Sony and Microsoft.
In 2006, Nintendo bounced back with the revolutionary Nintendo
Wii, which went on to sell close to twice as many units as the
Nintendo 64 and GameCube combined and captured close to 50%
of total market share.
Only five years later, Nintendo has projected its first annual loss
since it entered the video game business – after booking a staggering
$1.3 billion operating loss in the first half of fiscal 2011 alone. The
Wii’s ground-breaking capabilities have not just been outdone
by the PlayStation Move, but also outshined by Microsoft’s Xbox
Kinect. Meanwhile, the company’s previously unstoppable family
of handheld devices now struggles to succeed in a world where
touchscreen smartphones have become the standard. For the
company to survive, yet another change is needed.
What Happened to the Wii?
After motion-sensory gameplay, the Nintendo Wii’s primary
selling point was its price. At $249.99, the console was, at most, half
as expensive as the PlayStation 3 ($499 and $599 depending on the
model) and up to 35% cheaper than the Xbox 360 ($299 and $399).
However, the ubiquity of video gaming in households has driven
the industry’s competitive focus to new console capabilities.
The PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 are now able to replace your cable
set-top box, access subscription services such as Hulu and ESPN,
surf the internet and play DVDs and Blu-ray discs. Furthermore,
consumer electronics have increasingly become about fitting
into a larger ecosystem. Microsoft’s Xbox, for example, provides
considerable integration into other Microsoft products, such as
Windows Phone and the forthcoming Windows 8 tablet and PC
operating system. Nintendo’s cost-conscious console offers none
of these capabilities. Given that both the PlayStation and Xbox 360
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Even at 95 million units sold, it’s unlikely that the Wii itself has
contributed much profit to Nintendo. The company, like Sony
and Microsoft, is believed to sell the unit at or below cost. These
companies recoup their investments through licensing and
distribution fees paid by video game publishers like EA or Ubisoft
when they release games for it consoles (an estimated 10% to 20%
of the game’s sales). However, Nintendo is unique: its primary
source of revenue has been its own games.
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With 95 million units sold compared to Xbox’s 65 million and
PlayStation 3’s 55 million, it might appear that the Wii is simply
reaching its saturation point. However, it is still more than 50
million units short of the PlayStation 2’s total sales and 0 million
short of the first PlayStation – despite the fact that many of the
Wii’s sales are believed to be to new gamers. While Nintendo’s
decision to target casual, rather than hard-core gamers appeared
to pay off early, it has had two consequences. First, its customer
base purchases fewer games than those of the Xbox or PlayStation
– meaning less distribution royalty revenue for Nintendo as
hardware manufacturer. Second, and perhaps more importantly,
Nintendo now competes with smartphone games for the same
“casual gamer” dollars - and smartphone games are typically only
a fraction of the cost.
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now offer Wii-like gaming, it is little surprise that Wii’s sales have
stalled while its competitors continue to gain momentum.
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company’s immense first-party focus has meant that independent
studios end up mistreated. As a result, some third party games
end up on the PC, Xbox and PlayStation, but not Nintendo’s own
console.

Nintendo has historically published its video game franchises,
such as the Legend of Zelda and Donkey Kong, in-house to reduce
licensing and distribution costs and ensure that its titles were
exclusive to Nintendo’s own consoles, thereby driving console 3DS and Wii U: A Hit or Miss Philosophy
adoption. The quality of these games is without question, with
Nintendo developing the three best reviewed games of all time Nintendo’s handheld gaming devices are a significant part of
according to GameRankings. Despite the fact that the Nintendo its overall revenue and, at times, even contributed more than its
64 sold only a third of the units that Sony’s PlayStation did, its console counterparts. Releases such as the Game Boy and DS series
best-selling game – a Mario title – still outsold PlayStation’s best have previously allowed Nintendo to stabilize earnings when
seller. Although quite a few of its games became cultural icons, the console sales declined. Given this, the release of the Nintendo
top-selling video game lists remain
3DS – which features a glasses free 3D
barren of hit titles for the GameCube,
playing experience – should have been
and the Nintendo 64 performs only
a boon for shareholders. However,
Between 1975 and 1995, Nintendo
marginally better. Nintendo’s games
the handheld has been a massive
took the world by storm with
division ultimately sinks or swims
disappointment, for three reasons.
with the success of its hardware. As
First, while the Nintendo DS cost only
its massively popular consoles
a result, even its universally praised
$149 at launch, the 3DS launched at
titles can drown.
and iconic characters. However,
$249.99 due to its significantly more

advanced technologies – the same
the company’s Nintendo 64 and
Nintendo’s strong first party game
cost as most modern day consoles.
library has undoubtedly been a
GameCube consoles, released in
Secondly, the category faces growing
primary driver of its console sales.
competition from mobile games on
1996
and
2001,
were
both
critical
However, the strategy may no longer
multipurpose smartphones, a point
work in today’s hyper competitive
and commercial failures.
exacerbated by the fact that the 3DS
gaming market. Sony’s PlayStation
costs more than most on-contract
and Microsoft’s Xbox each have
smartphones and that games on the
their own set of high-end franchises,
3DS cost up to ten times more than
such as Uncharted and Halo. More importantly, third-party game those on smartphones. Lastly, the device’s launch library was
developers have created a series of high-end franchises which can be criticized as weak, with too few first and third party titles to justify
played on all consoles. These trends have dramatically diminished the purchase. Nintendo quickly cut the cost of the 3DS by a third
Nintendo’s historical advantage in the console market. What’s to $169. However, sales of the handheld device have yet to pick up,
more, Nintendo’s own third party library has typically struggled suggesting Nintendo’s cash cow is beginning to run dry.
to match that of the PlayStation and Xbox 360. Independent
studios are somewhat unenthusiastic about developing games The impending release of the Wii U draws surprising parallels with
for Nintendo’s relatively underpowered consoles and argue the the troubles faced by the 3DS. Similar to the 3DS, the Wii U aims to
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be more technologically competitive
with Microsoft’s and Sony’s consoles.
The system will provide HD and
3D video, front facing cameras, and
tablet-style controllers. However,
these decisions mean that Wii U will
need to be sold at a more significant
loss than the Wii, or priced much
higher than Nintendo’s consoles have
been in the past. Furthermore, this will
occur at a time in which the Xbox 360
and PlayStation 3 are approximately
half their launch prices. From an
innovation standpoint, the Wii
U makes a progression similar to
the 3DS, and if consumers are not
satisfied with the perceived leap in
user experience, the console will likely
suffer the same fate as the handheld.
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For games, average production costs
of $12 million each mean that roughly
1.7 million units must be sold to breakeven. This number is easily surpassed
by top-selling Nintendo franchises, by
as much as 540% in the case of Super
Smash Brothers Brawl for the Wii.
Expanding title sales to PlayStation
and Xbox would make it even easier
to surpass that threshold. If Nintendo
were to shut down hardware sales,
and is able to even double title sales
within three years, operating profit
would be roughly 30% greater than
current projections.

Furthermore, the success of Angry
Birds and Zynga’s multibillion dollar
valuation speaks to the growing
Power Supply
popularity of gaming in nonManufacturing
Getting the 1UP
traditional segments. The expanding
functionality of mobile platforms,
Games
Nintendo’s leading capability is
combined with the low-price of mobile
without a doubt game development.
applications, has drawn crowds of
US $20
However, the success of its games
start-up publishers to mobile gaming.
relies on the company’s rollercoaster
Nintendo’s handheld devices remain
hardware sales. While Nintendo’s
in a market somewhat segmented
15
licensing and distribution fees do
from cell phones, but its experience
help line its pockets, they prevent it
in portable game development would
10
from pursuing an opportunity that
likely allow them to easily exploit new
could potentially triple its game
opportunities in this area. Nintendo’s
sales: licensing games to the two
5
classics already sell for between $5
other major consoles. If Nintendo
and $10 through its virtual console
were to shift to a purely gamesdelivery
system.
Furthermore,
0
focused business model, the company
Revenue
Costs
Contribution
Rockstar games’ Grand Theft Auto
would detach its gaming properties
3 has already been a tremendous
from the sales of its consoles and be
success on Apple’s App Store since
Licensing Fees
able to fully exploit the appeal that
it was released in December 2011 at
COGS
franchises like The Legend of Zelda
$4.99. Nintendo would be loath to give
or Mario hold for young gamers.
up the $40 price points its handheld
Obsolescence Markdown
Family-friendly and youth-oriented
games currently run for. However,
Source: Macquarie Group & IGN
games are vastly underdeveloped
the company’s leading franchises
on Microsoft and Sony’s platforms
and brand would allow it to charge a
and Nintendo’s success in this area
considerable premium for its games
can easily be brought over to the Xbox and PlayStation through and a massively expanded customer base would help compensate
lucrative licensing agreements. Furthermore, relatively weak for reduced per unit profit.
publishing for Xbox’s and PlayStation’s motion-sensory add-ons
has left consumers and producers hungry for compatible games. Nintendo’s strategy traditionally hinges on how consumers will
The Kinect has sold 18 million units, but a poor array of titles respond to its next gaming innovation. While this approach has
leaves a gap that the Wii’s games can easily fill. Xbox owners only repeatedly propelled the industry as a whole forward, it exposes
purchase one Kinect-compatible game on average, which pales the company to considerable and unnecessary risk. What’s more,
in comparison to the 7.5 traditional games sold per customer. Nintendo’s consoles are increasingly out of place in today’s world
Nintendo’s games could boost this figure and expand the Kinect’s of integrated consumer electronics and smartphones. Nintendo
value proposition.
should abandon its hardware business and dedicate its efforts on
delivering its industry-leading franchises to the largest audience
Games typically generate higher unit contribution than consoles, it can. In doing so, the company will be able to improve revenue
and in the case of a console failure like the GameCube, Nintendo stability and cut a substantial portion of its costs. What’s more, it
could see already low console contributions cut in half or worse. allows Nintendo to truly focus on what it does best. Exiting the
According to data from Macquarie, Nintendo achieves a unit hardware business is no easy task. However, Nintendo, like its
contribution of $7 per game, compared to only $6 per Wii sold. most popular character, has always been about reinvention.
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